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Abstract 

The Portfolio strategies are the effective investment tools pertaining to active and passive investment approaches. 

This signifies the investor‟s inclination of buying and selling the risky and risk-free assets. The research includes 

four strategies namely buy and hold strategy, dynamic asset allocation, strategic asset allocation and tactical asset 

allocation along with their dimensions. Strategies based hypothetical portfolios are generated on the basis of 14 

years‟ stock prices (2005-2017). The annually and monthly risk-adjusted return ratios; Sharpe ratio, Treynor‟s 

measure, CAPM and Jenson Alpha are calculated individually. Simulated annualized portfolios generate significant 

result with Sharpe and treynor measure. Alpha return is generated with buy and hold if based on growth in stock 

prices. For empirical result, One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used for studying the relationship between 

the strategies. Post hoc Tukey‟s test is applied to find the difference between the strategies. The ANOVA and Tukey‟s 

post hoc test for monthly portfolios gives significant results with three measure Sharpe ratio, CAPM and Jenson 

Alpha. No empirical significant result is measured on the basis of treynor measure. 

Keywords: portfolio strategies, buy and hold, dynamic asset allocation, strategic asset allocation, tactical asset 

allocation, risk-adjusted return, ANOVA, Tukey‟s post hoc test 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Portfolio Investment Inpacts on Performance and Risk 

Developing the portfolio is a financial art. The art that enables the investors to manage the funds or more precisely 

means managing the scarce funds. Investors have the options to select and invest according to the conditions of 

market. Mattei and Mattei (2016), defined that strategies of asset allocation are devised to help investor in 

diversifying their portfolio and for lessening the risk. In the rapidly moving financial markets, domestic and global, 

the seasoned experts could make the best choices out of the various available investment options, suiting to their 

financial goals. 

Four Types of portfolio strategies are considered namely; buy and hold Strategy, dynamic asset allocation or constant 

mix strategy, strategic asset allocation and tactical asset allocation.  

Ling, Yat, and binti Muhamad (2014) described buy and hold as passive conservative investment strategy, in which 

an investor holds the stocks for a longer period of time. Buy and Hold Strategy is based on the ratio of 40/60 between 

the bonds and stocks respectively. Mattei and Mattei (2016) defined that among all the most significant division of 

portfolio is to invest 60% in stocks and 40% in bonds. In this research, the significant ratio 60/40 is used for 

generating the portfolio. 

The dynamic asset allocation based on the strategy of shifting to debt when equity market is rising and towards 

equity, if equity market falls. Frequency of rebalancing is not rigid. Perold and Sharpe (1995a) described that 

dynamic strategy will maintain a constant proportion of wealth to the value of stocks and stocks will be hold at all 

wealth levels. Price to earnings ratio is the tool for defining the shift between the ratio of stocks and bonds. In this 

research, the dynamic asset allocation is based price to earnings ratio of stock. The stock with more price to earnings 

ratio will get more weightage in portfolio.  

Strategic asset allocation is another strategy which is based on the long term investment goals with less correlation 

among the stocks. Anson (2004), described that under the normal market conditions strategic asset allocation is 

defined to meet the long term investment goals of the organization. It lasts for up to ten years for full stock market 

cycle. This research based the strategic asset allocation lower correlation among stocks. 
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The fourth Strategy, tactical asset allocation is based on the analyzing the trends and inefficiencies in the market. 

Anson (2004) described that tactical asset allocation attempts to beat the market and is chosen to get the benefit from 

the market in case the market is out of order. This research worked on price to book value anomaly to capitalize the 

stock returns. This anomaly says that if the company has lower price to book value ratio in the last quarter of the year, 

the stock is likely to outperform the next year. 

The First ratio of measuring the risk-adjusted return is the Sharpe ratio presented by William F. Sharpe. The ratio 

considered the standard deviation of the portfolio instead of considering the systematic risk, as measured by Beta. 

The higher the Sharpe ratio, the better the portfolio performance. Jobson & Korkie, (1981) tested the hypothesis 

using the Sharpe ratio. Sharpe (1994), discussed the Sharpe ratio with various aspects of its measurements. 

The measurement techniques used are Treynor measure or reward to volatility measure was presented by the Jack L. 

Treynor measures the portfolio performance on the risk-adjusted basis. It also calculated the investment‟s 

performance per unit of the risk. The higher the Treynors measure, the better the portfolio. Jobson & Korkie, (1981) 

tested the hypothesis using the treynor measures.  

The third measure is Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) that helps to calculate the investment risk and what return 

on the investment we should expect. Rizwan Qamar, Rehman, and Shah (2013)used the CAPM for the comparison 

of the portfolio performance among various companies in Pakistan. Jorion (1991) used the CAPM for measuring the 

expected returns of the active portfolio. A. Marathe & Shawky (1994) used the CAPM for finding the Beta and 

concluded that time interval and frequency of evaluating stock return effects the beta. 

The fourth measuring tool is the Jenson measure that calculates the excess return that a portfolio generates over its 

expected return. This measure is also known as Jenson Alpha. Naidenova, Parshakov, Zavertiaeva, and Tome (2015), 

applied the Jenson Alpha for 85 equity funds of Russian Economy.  

The fifth measurement is the Diversification ratio, which is measured by volatility of portfolio as denominator and 

the summation of the product of each asset volatility with its weight. 

Glancing at the 50 years back in a time machine, people knew nothing about the investment portfolios until 1960‟s 

there was nothing like fundamentals of investment portfolios. Shipway (2009) worked on the portfolio based on 

modern portfolio theory. As a matter of fact, before the advent of the portfolio theory people still had “portfolios” 

although their perception of portfolios building is totally different. In the year 1938, John Burr Williams wrote a 

book “The Theory of Investment value” discussing the “Dividend Discounted Model”. 

1.2 Importance of the Problem 

This study explored the idea of simulated portfolio generation with the application of major investment strategies. 

Moreover, the strategies are further divided into various forms that provide a reflection into different dimensions of 

investment. Data is based on Pakistan stock market with three large sectors of KSE-100 index. This study provides 

an insight into the Pakistan stock and bond market as very little work is performed on generation of simulated 

portfolios containing both stocks and bonds. Moreover, the implementation of four investment strategies will provide 

a wide scale work on data. 

1.3 Literature Review 

Mattei and Mattei (2016)made an analysis on rebalancing strategies. The researcher worked on buy and hold strategy. 

The data employed consist of eight asset classes with 20 years returns. The methodology adopted for the comparison 

of risk-adjusted return of strategies includes the Return on investment, standard deviation and Sharpe ratio. The 

researchers concluded that if the investors find it difficult to rebalance the portfolio than there is a small difference 

between the risk adjusted return of buy and hold and rebalancing strategies. 

Hilliard and Hilliard (2015) examined the buy and hold strategy using the portfolio of indices that were tracked 

through ETFs. The data collected was based on the monthly data ranged from 6-30-1992 until 10-31-2011. The 

researcher concluded that rebalancing the portfolio will beat the buy and hold strategy (no rebalancing) in all 

standard measures. This study is consistent with De Miguel et al. (2009) rebalancing strategies performed well than 

Markowitz strategy. 

E. Hui, Yam, Wright, and Chan (2014)examined the buy and hold strategy for the real estate investment. The data of 

the six economies of Asia namely Hong Kong, China, Japan, Taiwan, Thailand and Malaysia has been analyzed. The 

data collected was based on securitized real estate indices bloom Berg for the period 10 July, 1995 to 31 December, 

2012, seventeen years‟ times‟ series data total of 4561 observations. The researchers concluded that the trading 

strategy would outperform the buy and hold strategy, whether the transaction cost is present or not. 
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Ling et al. (2014), studied the buy and hold strategy in relation to risk and return trade-off theory. The data is 

collected from indices of Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Korea for the period 1990-2009. The methodology 

adopted by researcher is the average rolling return of the Indexes and standard deviation for measuring the total risk. 

The researchers concluded that buy and hold strategy will reduce the equity risk and volatility of stock returns. 

However, the results fail to identify the enhancement in the stock return. 

E. C. Hui and Yam (2014) investigated the Buy and hold strategy in contrast to trading strategy. Securitized real 

estate indices of four countries: US, UK, Canada and Germany were considered. The data of US: S&P 500 Building 

Index, UK FTSE 350 Real Estate Index, Canada: S&P/TSX Real Estate Index, Germany: construction PERF Index 

with the period of observation Januray2, 1990 to April 28, 2009 was used. Trading strategy was buildup to analyze 

the built up strategy on the four economies. The researcher concluded that buy and hold strategy underperforms than 

the trading strategy in case of low cost and vice versa. 

Yam, Yung, and Zhou (2009) worked on the buying and hold strategy for buying the superior stock and sell the 

inferior stocks. . The selling of the stocks at the highest price over investment horizon are considered. The issue of 

selling and buying the stocks is catered by value of P-the probability of stock going up. The researchers found the 

three possible solution for buying and holding the stock based on the value of P relating to stock prices: first P is 

greater than ½, selling the stock at the last time, secondly p is equal to ½, selling the stock at the maximum selling 

price, lastly if the value of P is less than ½, at-once selling the stock is the best option. 

Allaart and Monticino (2008) worked on Buy and Hold Strategy for commodities. Following the two trading 

strategies that falls into the two classes: first is buying and hold that was conservative and secondly the aggressive 

trading strategies that the continuous buy and selling of the commodities as the result of price variation. The data was 

collected from mutual funds based on 1000 companies-the Schwab 1000 index fund (SNFXF), from Dec 1, 2006 to 

Nov 30, 2007. The researchers found a lower variance in standard deviation in case of aggressive optimal strategies 

as compared to buy and hold strategies. 

Shiryaev, Xu, and Zhou (2008) investigated buying and selling of the stocks over the given investment horizon. It is 

appealing to sell the stocks at the time when the price of the stock is maximum over the period of its horizon, which 

seems impossible over the overall investment horizon. The researchers provided the workable approach in which 

stocks are sold at price when expected relative error between the maximum price and selling price is minimum. They 

got the solution and used the methodology based on “goodness index” of stock, considering as the ratio of excess 

rate of return and volatility rate at maximum, was used to access the stock‟s quality. The researchers concluded, a 

stock is good for investor, mathematically termed as when alpha is greater than or equal to ½. 

Perold and Sharpe (1995b) have investigated the dynamic strategies for rebalancing and portfolio risk and return. 

The researcher analyses the hypothetical data ratio of 60/40 in stocks/bonds for measuring the effectiveness of 

dynamic rebalancing strategies. The methodology employed was the investing in the stocks if the stock market falls 

and vice versa. The researchers concluded that the best strategy would be the one based on investor risk tolerance 

and based on investor‟s circumstances and desires. 

Forsyth and Vetzal (2017)designed the dynamic strategy for asset allocation. The portfolio consisted of risk-free 

bond and an equity index. The data collected from CPI from US Bureau of statistics, the major US stock Exchange‟s 

monthly data on all the domestic stocks from the period 1926-2014. The researchers concluded that mean variance 

multi-period strategy would achieve the same expected terminal wealth goals as do the constant weight strategy. 

Carroll, Conlon, Cotter, and Salvador (2017) investigated the dynamic correlation strategies between the assets for 

providing better performance as compared to equally weighted portfolio. The portfolios are generated of various 

sizes ranging from 9 international markets to 197 individual stocks. The methodology employed is variance 

co-variance matrix ad focusing on the correlation between assets. The results show that rebalancing will help in the 

best performance for the correlation based dynamic strategies. 

Li, Wei, and Xu (2017)explained the dynamic asset allocation and consumption pattern under the inflation. The 

researchers used the economic data of China specifically the inflation data of NBSC spanning from the third quarter 

of 2000 to the fourth quarter of 2011. The data showed that investors had differences in thoughts about inflation due 

to gap in the income, inequality in regions, measurement of inflation and differences in economic sector spending 

methods. The researchers concluded to provide the household investors with the channels for investing to cope with 

the inflation. 

Chen, Ju, and Miao (2014) investigated the dynamic asset allocation in the scenarios of the predictability of 

ambiguous returns. The data collected from the US Stock Market over the time period of the 1927-2010 using the 
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stock markets such as NASDAQ, NYSE and AMEX. The researchers concluded that there was the area in which the 

strategy of robustness allows the investors to have minimum stock allocation having the variables that were 

predictive.  

Koijen, Rodriguez, and Sbuelz (2009)explored a model for the strategic asset allocation. The data collected ranging 

January 1946 to December 2005 based on the monthly data of the US in order to estimate the model. The researchers 

concluded that indices took 5 years to outperform myopic asset allocation and year cost is important than the 

investment horizon. 

Liu, Longstaff, and Pan (2003) investigated the dynamic asset allocation. They considered the event risk that will 

bother a sudden change in price and risk of securities. An investor who feels and faces an event risk is not inclined 

towards taking the short position or leveraged one. The researchers concluded that optimal portfolios are affected by 

both the jumps in prices and volatility, whereas the investigation exercises of the researcher indicate that price jumps 

are more effective. 

Brennan and Xia (2002) investigated about the dynamic asset allocation under inflation. Discussing the simplified 

form of framework analyzing the problem of the investor having finite horizon with inflation issues, in case when 

only nominal assets are available. The researcher concluded that whatever the stock-bond mix and bond maturity on 

optimal basis should focus and depend upon the horizon of investor and her risk aversion capability 

Hoevenaars, Molenaar, Schotman, and Steenkamp (2008) investigated the Strategic asset allocation on the basis of 

liabilities. The methodology adopted by the researchers was the vector auto regression for liabilities, returns and the 

state-variables that were macro-economic in nature. The data collected started the time series form the 1952 to end in 

2005 whereas the first observation for commodities start in 1970. The researchers concluded that the co-variance 

model is different for the stocks and bonds whereas the long term investors have different investment with value 

added asset classes. 

Weigel (1991) described the performance of portfolio based on tactical asset allocation with risk and return. The data 

used was based on the17 US managers using the tactical asset allocation (TAA). The researcher concluded that the 

over sample period TAA managers shows more marketing skills. Furthermore, there was negative relationship 

between the market timing skills and investment abilities of a manager.  

Jensen, Johnson, and Mercer (2002) investigated the tactical asset allocation for commodity futures relating to 

economic conditions. The monthly return data from January 1973 up to December 1999 of 12 different index. The 

measurement includes the Monthly returns, standard deviations and coefficient of variations. The researchers 

concluded that by adding futures commodities to the portfolio will enhance the portfolio return up to 100 basis points 

for average –risk portfolio. 

Phillips and Lee (1989) explored about the tactical asset allocation by differentiating it with market timings. Being 

concerned about the short-term approach based on the market valuations, the strategic asset allocation approach is 

being tilted towards the tactical asset allocation that comprised of the said characteristics. Tactical asset allocation is 

differed with the market timers on the dimensions of time-frame, objectives, approach, and decision and performance 

measurement. 

Dahlquist and Harvey (2001) examined the Global Tactical Asset Allocation. In their research they examined the 

three levels of strategies: the benchmark, the strategic and tactical asset allocation. The methodology employed is 

based on conditioning information of portfolio returns. The researchers concluded that returns are predictable means 

that active investment strategies outperform the passive investment strategies and uncovering the predictability is a 

challenging task as it will help the manager to beat the traditional benchmarks. 

1.4 Hypotheses and Their Correspondence to Research Design 

For analyzing the impact of Portfolio strategies on Portfolio risk and return. The following hypothesis are generated 

for testing the impact. 

= Buy and Hold Strategy has positive impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

= Buy and Hold Strategy has negative impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

= Dynamic Asset Allocation has positive impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

   = Dynamic Asset Allocation has negative impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

= Strategic Asset Allocation has positive impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

= Strategic Asset Allocation has negative impact on Portfolio risk and return. 
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= Tactical Asset Allocation has positive impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

= Tactical Asset Allocation has negative impact on Portfolio risk and return. 

The research design defined in this research study is based on generating the portfolios. The hypothesis will help in 

identifying the imoact of portfolio risk and return need of the investors. 

2. Method 

This study examines the impact of portfolio strategies on portfolio risk and return using different strategies and 

risk-adjusted returns ratios. The portfolio strategies are independent variable and portfolio risk and return are 

dependent variables. Three sectors of KSE 100 index with high market capitalization are considered that will generate 

a deep insight into investment portfolios and their impact on risk and return through simulated portfolios.  

2.1 Conceptual Framework 

Dependent variables are deducted from the independent variables. The portfolio allocation helps in defining the 

risk-adjusted returns. Perold and Sharpe (1995b) worked on Buy and hold and dynamic strategy by allocating 60/40 

ratio. Mattei and Mattei (2016) also worked on buy and hold dynamic asset allocation. 

 

Source: developed by researchers 

 

2.2 Sampling Procedures 

In secondary research the sample size is defined in term of amount of data collected. The purposive sampling is 

applied from the non-probability sampling technique. The data has been collected month-wise for the period of 14 

years. The No. of Observations (share prices) are 166 for annual portfolios and 1560 for the monthly portfolio from 

January, 2005 up to December, 2017. Data is based on KSE 100 Index, including the three sectors viz automobiles, 

Pharmaceutical and Cement for gauging the results, the top companies of KSE 100 index of three sectors have been 

included with highest market capitalization and outstanding shares. The market capitalization is KSE-100 index is 

1924986.67 million. Sohail and Hussain (2011) inferred that macro-economic variables have positive effect on 

KSE-100 index in long run. Khan (2014) also inferred a positive relation among KSE 100 index and 
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macro-economic variables  

2.2.1 Sample Size 

In this study, the small and medium cap companies due to low market capitalization only large cap companies has 

taken because of large market capitalization. For cement, automobiles and pharmaceutical firm‟s sample researcher 

has taken five companies with 14 years (2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2014, 2015, 

2016 & 2017). 

2.2.2 Measures and Covariates 

The data is collected from various sources. The data is based on monthly share prices of the companies and monthly 

government bonds for portfolio generation. For this purpose, the major sources are the investment websites such as 

investing.com and company‟s annual reports. Companies‟ websites are also used for data gathering.  

2.2.3 Research Design 

Research design of this research is simulation based. Simulation represents the artificial representation of the real 

world phenomena. In this research the portfolios are generated according to the four portfolio strategies. Core and 

Guay (2002), analyzed the simulated stock option portfolios of the employees and their effect on price and volatility. 

Dietsch and Petey (2004) build the simulated portfolios for SME exposures in German and French market. 

For the research two kinds of portfolio are generated, one on annual basis and other on monthly basis. These 

portfolios are further divided into 10 portfolios in each head. The portfolios are generated using excel software.  

Using the simulation based techniques, 10 annual portfolios are generated under for main heads of strategies. The 

portfolios are generated using the monthly adjusted returns which are developed on the basis of share prices of the 

companies. The number of observation in these portfolios is 166 for 14 years‟ data. The variance-covariance matrices 

are developed on the basis of 14 years‟ geometric means and standard deviations. The variance-covariance matrix 

helps in generating the portfolio return, standard deviation and variance. The assets are allocated in the weights that 

help in calculating the return, standard deviation and variance. Beta of the market is calculated using the least square 

regression analysis. At the end these portfolios help in calculating the portfolio Sharpe ratio, Treynor measure, 

CAPM, Jenson Alpha and diversification ratio. These ratios help in analyzing the worth of portfolio strategies. 

For generating the monthly portfolio, the risk-adjusted return and geometric mean of each month is calculated, along 

with the slope (Beta) of concerned month. The number of observation in these portfolios is 1560 for 14 years 

containing all the strategies month wise. The Sharpe ratio, Treynor measure, CAPM and Jenson Alpha is calculated 

for each month. 

The data is collected from various sources. The data is based on monthly share prices of the companies and monthly 

government bonds for portfolio generation. For this purpose, the major sources are the investment websites such as 

investing.com and company‟s annual reports. Companies‟ websites are also used for data gathering.  

2.2.4 Experimental Manipulations or Interventions 

For the research two kinds of portfolio are generated, one on annual basis and other on monthly basis. These 

portfolios are further divided into 10 portfolios in each head. The portfolios are generated using excel software.  

Using the simulation based techniques, 10 annual portfolios are generated under for main heads of strategies. The 

portfolios are generated using the monthly adjusted returns which are developed on the basis of share prices of the 

companies. The number of observation in these portfolios is 166 for 14 years‟ data. The variance-covariance matrices 

are developed on the basis of 14 years‟ geometric means and standard deviations. The variance-covariance matrix 

helps in generating the portfolio return, standard deviation and variance. The assets are allocated in the weights that 

help in calculating the return, standard deviation and variance. Beta of the market is calculated using the least square 

regression analysis. At the end these portfolios help in calculating the portfolio Sharpe ratio, Treynor measure, 

CAPM, Jenson Alpha and diversification ratio. These ratios help in analyzing the worth of portfolio strategies. 

For generating the monthly portfolio, the risk-adjusted return and geometric mean of each month is calculated, along 

with the slope (Beta) of concerned month. The number of observation in these portfolios is 1560 for 14 years 

containing all the strategies month wise. The Sharpe ratio, Treynor measure, CAPM and Jenson Alpha is calculated 

for each month. At the end the non-parametric test is applied to check the worth of the portfolio strategies. 
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Table 1. Asset allocation for portfolio simulations 

 Portfolio Strategies Portfolios Allocation 

1 Buy and Hold (60/40) With equal investments 20% in each stock, 40% in bonds 

  With unequal investments 30/10/20 in each stock, 40% in bonds 

  With growth in stock prices 29/12/5/2/12 in each stock, 40 % in 

bonds 

2 Dynamic Asset Allocation  Without risk free asset  100% in stocks 

  With one risk free asset 70% in stocks, 30% in bonds 

  With three risk free assets 55% in stocks, 45% in bonds 

3 Tactical Asset Allocation  Without risk free asset  100% in stocks 

  With one risk free asset 85% in stocks, 15 %in bonds 

  With three risk free assets 70% in stocks , 30% in bonds 

4 Strategic Asset Allocation  With correlation among stocks 45% in stocks, 55% in bonds 

 

For empirical analysis One-way ANOVA along with Tukey‟s post hoc test is applied for comparing the means among 

groups. In this model, the difference between the four portfolio strategies along with their dimensions are taken as 

independent variables and four measures of risk and return are taken as dependent variables. For finding which 

portfolio strategies are different from each other, Tukey‟s post hoc test is applied. The model is defined by one way 

Anova equation in STATA. 

One-way y Pid                                       (1) 

Where y is risk- adjusted return measurements on individual basis and Pid are the portfolio strategies. 

The theoretical form of the model is presented below: 

One-way sharpe ratio portfolio strategies                         (2) 

One-way ANOVA helps in generation that portfolio strategies are different but it fails to tells which portfolio 

strategies are different from each other. For this purpose, Tukey‟s post hoc test is applied for knowing which 

strategies are statistically significantly different from each other. The mathematical formula for Tukey‟s post hoc test 

is: 

 

Where Mi-Mj = difference between the pair of means, Mi must be larger than Mj. MSw = mean square within N= 

number of groups. 

3. Results 

Table 2 represents the specific results of the portfolio. Using the risk and return measures, ten annualized portfolios 

calculations are combined to analyze the measured results. 

Using the risk adjusted measurements, the Sharpe ratio use the total risk of the investment. The higher the Sharpe 

ratio, the better the portfolio. The Buy and hold portfolio with equal and unequal investment has the highest Sharpe 

ratio of 0.0200 and 0.0100 respectively. The negative Sharpe ratio represents that risk free rate is greater than the 

portfolio mean return.  

The Treynor measure uses the systematic risk of the investment. The systematic risk is measured by beta of the 

investment. The higher the treynor measure, the better the portfolio. The Buy and hold portfolio with equal and 

unequal investment has the highest treynor measure of 0.14 and 0.11 respectively. Treynor measure considers that 

portfolio is already diversified reasonably so, it does not consider unsystematic risk. The negative treynor measure 

means that risk free rate is greater than portfolio return. 

The CAPM represents the Beta of the market for measuring the results of the portfolio. Measuring with CAPM, all 

portfolio except the three; buy and hold with growth in stock prices, dynamic asset allocation with one risk free asset 

and tactical asset allocation with one risk free asset will generate the minimum return of 0%, 1% and 4% respectively. 

All other portfolio‟s returns are better for investment.  
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Alpha return is what investor looks for. Using the Jenson Alpha measurement, the portfolio generated with buy and 

hold strategy with growth in stock prices will generate an Alpha return of 4.70%. Following with the Dynamic 

strategy with one risk free asset and tactical asset allocation with one risk free asset with Alpha return of 0.04% and 

0.02% respectively. This shows that investor should consider minimum risk free asset for generating the Alpha 

return. 

 

Table 2. Annualized portfolio measurements 

Summarized Portfolio Measurements 

Sr  Portfolio strategies Portfolio 

SD 

Sharpe 

Ratio 

Treynor's 

Measure 

Jenson's 

Alpha 

CAPM 

1 Buy & Hold (equal investment) 0.1100 0.0200 0.0014 -0.0010 0.0740 

2 Buy & Hold (unequal investment) 0.1300 0.0100 0.0011 -0.0010 0.0800 

3 Buy & Hold Growth in stock Prices 0.0880 -0.3300 -0.0111 0.0470 -0.0046 

4 Dynamic Strategy (no risk free asset ) 0.6000 0.0004 0.0001 -0.0004 0.0700 

5 Dynamic Strategy (one risk free asset ) 0.4800 -0.0500 -0.0079 0.0004 0.0140 

6 Dynamic Strategy (three risk free asset ) 0.3800 -0.0400 -0.0181 -0.0030 0.0620 

7 Tactical Strategy (no risk free asset ) 0.1800 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0004 0.0700 

8 Tactical Strategy (one risk free asset ) 0.3800 -0.0300 -0.0039 0.0002 0.0400 

9 Tactical Strategy (three risk free asset ) 0.5400 -0.0100 -0.0091 -0.0020 0.0700 

10 Strategic Asset Allocation  0.3600 -0.0400 -0.0194 -0.0040 0.0600 

 

3.1 Empirical Analysis Results 

The ten monthly portfolios are generated using the four portfolio strategies. For examining the portfolios, the 

statistical tool of One-Way ANOVA along with Tukey‟s post hoc test is applied. The three measurements of 

risk-adjusted return; Sharpe ratio, Capital Asset pricing model and Jenson Alpha generates the significant results 

having P < 0.05, rejecting the null hypothesis of equal means, whereas the One Way ANOVA for treynor measure has 

insignificant result with p>0.05, accepting the null hypothesis that of equal means among groups. Significant 

One-Way ANOVA realizes that strategies are different but Tukey‟s post hoc test is applied to know which strategies 

are different among others. 

 

Results of One way ANOVA  

Sharpe Ratio  0.0387 Null Hypothesis is accepted  Average value of dependent variable is same  

Treynor measure 0.4616 Null Hypothesis is rejected Average value of dependent variable is not 

same 

CAPM 0.0000 Null Hypothesis is accepted Average value of dependent variable is same 

Jenson Alpha 0.0000 Null Hypothesis is accepted Average value of dependent variable is same 

Source: The table 1 to 4 of appendix shows the output of the one way ANOVA test for Sharpe ratio, treynor measure, 

CAPM and Jenson Alpha 

 

Source: The table 1 of appendix shows the output of the Tukey‟s posthoc test for Sharpe ratio 

 

The Tukey‟s test for comparison of Portfolio Strategies on the basis of Sharpe Ratio(Y1) shows an average value 

difference between the strategic asset allocation (104) and Buy and Hold Strategy (101), the P- value is 0.036 which 

is less than 0.05. And between the Strategic asset allocation (104) and tactical asset allocation (103) having P-value is 

0.042 

Results of Tukey’s post hoc test for Sharpe Ratio  

Strategies Code Difference in Strategies P Value  Results 

104 vs 101 Strategic and Buy & Hold 0.036 Shows Significant difference 

104 vs 102 Strategic and Dynamic 0.048 Shows Significant difference 

104 vs 103 Strategic and Tactical  0.042 Shows Significant difference 
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Source: The table 2 of appendix shows the output of the Tukey‟s posthoc test for Treynor measure. 

 

The Tukey‟s test for Treynor measure doesnot show any significant difference between the groups as P-values of all 

the comparison groups are greater than 0.05. This signifies the insignificant result of One Way ANOVA for Treynor 

measure, that‟s shows that average value of no two groups are different from each other.As Jobson and Korkie (1981), 

shows that multivariate statistical test analysis for treynor measure does not produce a significant results. 

 

 

 

 

Source: The table 3 of appendix shows the STATA output of the Tukey‟s posthoc test for CAPM. 

 

The Tukey‟s test for comparison of Portfolio Strategies on the basis of CAPM (Y3) shows an average value 

difference between the strategic asset allocation (104) and Buy and Hold Strategy (101), the P- value is 0.000 which 

is less than 0.05. The difference between the strategic asset allocation (104) and Dynamic asset allocation (102), the 

P-Value is 0.000. And between the Strategic asset allocation (104) and tactical asset allocation (103) having P-value 

is 0.000. 

Source: The table 4 of appendix shows the output of the Tukey‟s posthoc test for Jenson Alpha 

 

The Tukey‟s test for comparison of Portfolio Strategies on the basis of Jenson‟s Alpha (Y4) shows an average value 

difference between the strategic asset allocation (104) and Buy and Hold Strategy (101), the P- value is 0.000 which 

is less than 0.05. The difference between the strategic asset allocation (104) and Dynamic asset allocation (102), the 

P-Value is 0.000. And between the Strategic asset allocation (104) and tactical asset allocation (103) having P-value 

is 0.000. The result is same as for treynor‟s measure. 

3.2 Difference in Strategies 

The risk adjusted return measurements reveals that strategic asset allocation based on correlation among stocks is 

statistically different from buy and hold strategy, dynamic asset allocation and tactical asset allocation in all their 

forms. Buy and hold strategy is passive but it focuses in those stocks that will generate the future profits.  

4. Discussion 

The basic goal of this study is to examine the impact of portfolio strategies on portfolio risk and return. The data is 

collected from the investing.com and company‟s annual reports from 2005-2017. The portfolio generated using this 

data is analyzed using variance co-variance matrix Excel and One-way ANOVA along with Tukey‟s post hoc test 

STATA. 

On analyzing the ten annualized portfolios generated on the basis of four portfolio strategies. The Sharpe ratio and 

Treynor measure shows that buy and hold strategy with equal investment and buy generate a better risk-adjusted 

return with 0.020 and 0.140 respectively, whereas the Sharpe ratio and treynor measure with buy and hold strategy 

Results of Tukey’s post hoc test for Tryenor measure 

Strategies Code Difference in Strategies P Value  Results 

104 vs 101 Strategic and Buy & Hold 1.000 Shows insignificant difference 

104 vs 102 Strategic and Dynamic 0.762 Shows insignificant difference 

104 vs 103 Strategic and Tactical  0.805 Shows insignificant difference 

Results of Tukey’s post hoc test for CAPM 

Strategies Code Difference in Strategies P Value  Results 

104 vs 101 Strategic and Buy & Hold 0.000 Shows Significant difference 

104 vs 102 Strategic and Dynamic 0.000 Shows Significant difference 

104 vs 103 Strategic and Tactical  0.000 Shows Significant difference 

Results of Tukey’s post hoc test for CAPM 

Strategies Code Difference in Strategies P Value  Results 

104 vs 101 Strategic and Buy & Hold 0.000 Shows Significant difference 

104 vs 102 Strategic and Dynamic 0.000 Shows Significant difference 

104 vs 103 Strategic and Tactical  0.000 Shows Significant difference 
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with unequal investment is 0.010 and 0.0011 respectively. If an investor wants to generate Alpha return, Buy and 

hold strategy with growth in stock prices portfolio will generate the Alpha return of 4.70%. The dynamic asset 

allocation with one risk free asset and tactical asset allocation with one risk free asset generate 0.04% and 0.02% 

alpha returns.  

The Statistical Analysis of the One-Way ANOVA and Tukey‟s Post hoc test produces the significant results that 

validates the null hypothesis that buy and hold, dynamic asset allocation, tactical asset allocation and strategic asset 

allocation have positive impact on the portfolio risk and return. The Tukey‟s Post hoc test proves that these strategies 

are different from each other and will impact the portfolio return and risk differently as the mean difference between 

their means is not equal to zero. 
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Appendix 

Table 1. One-way ANOVA for sharpe ratio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. One-way ANOVA for treynor measure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. One-way ANOVA for CAPM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. One-way ANOVA for jenson alpha 

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(3) = 293.3251  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

    Total           28403.1454   1559   18.2188232

                                                                        

 Within groups       27734.945   1556   17.8245148

Between groups      668.200452      3   222.733484     12.50     0.0000

                                                                        

    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

                        Analysis of Variance

. oneway y4 pid

 

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(3) =  91.8359  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

    Total           29296217.5   1559   18791.6725

                                                                        

 Within groups      29138827.3   1556   18726.7528

Between groups      157390.131      3   52463.3771      2.80     0.0387

                                                                        

    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

                        Analysis of Variance

. oneway y1 pid

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(3) =  1.1e+03  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

    Total           5346615.54   1559   3429.51606

                                                                        

 Within groups      5337772.15   1556   3430.44482

Between groups      8843.39073      3   2947.79691      0.86     0.4616

                                                                        

    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

                        Analysis of Variance

. oneway y2 pid

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(3) = 296.3514  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

    Total           28223.3555   1559   18.1034994

                                                                        

 Within groups       27555.663   1556    17.709295

Between groups      667.692523      3   222.564174     12.57     0.0000

                                                                        

    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

                        Analysis of Variance

. oneway y3 pid

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(3) = 293.3251  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

    Total           28403.1454   1559   18.2188232

                                                                        

 Within groups       27734.945   1556   17.8245148

Between groups      668.200452      3   222.733484     12.50     0.0000

                                                                        

    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

                        Analysis of Variance

. oneway y4 pid
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Table 5. Tukey's post hoc test for sharpe ratio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Tukey's post hoc test for treynor measure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Tukey's post hoc test for CAPM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              

 104 vs 103      33.32301   12.62114     2.64   0.042     .8638493    65.78218

 104 vs 102      32.64364   12.62114     2.59   0.048     .1844769    65.10281

 103 vs 102     -.6793725   8.945885    -0.08   1.000    -23.68649    22.32774

 104 vs 101      34.04789   12.62453     2.70   0.036     1.579994    66.51578

 103 vs 101      .7248734   8.950673     0.08   1.000    -22.29455     23.7443

 102 vs 101      1.404246   8.950673     0.16   0.999    -21.61518    24.42367

         pid  

                                                                              

          y1     Contrast   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                            Tukey                Tukey

                                                                              

                           

         pid              6

                           

                Comparisons

                  Number of

                           

over         : pid

Pairwise comparisons of means with equal variances

. pwmean y1, over(pid) mcompare(tukey) effects

                                                                              

 104 vs 103      4.855546   5.401849     0.90   0.805    -9.036983    18.74807

 104 vs 102      5.286985   5.401849     0.98   0.762    -8.605544    19.17951

 103 vs 102      .4314396   3.828841     0.11   0.999     -9.41561    10.27849

 104 vs 101       .302175   5.403302     0.06   1.000    -13.59409    14.19844

 103 vs 101     -4.553371    3.83089    -1.19   0.634    -14.40569    5.298949

 102 vs 101      -4.98481    3.83089    -1.30   0.562    -14.83713    4.867509

         pid  

                                                                              

          y2     Contrast   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                            Tukey                Tukey

                                                                              

                           

         pid              6

                           

                Comparisons

                  Number of

                           

over         : pid

Pairwise comparisons of means with equal variances

. pwmean y2, over(pid) mcompare(tukey) effects

 104 vs 103     -2.191858   .3881217    -5.65   0.000    -3.190033   -1.193683

 104 vs 102     -2.122556   .3881217    -5.47   0.000    -3.120731   -1.124381

 103 vs 102      .0693024   .2751013     0.25   0.994     -.638206    .7768107

 104 vs 101      -2.20093    .388226    -5.67   0.000    -3.199374   -1.202487

 103 vs 101     -.0090721   .2752486    -0.03   1.000    -.7169591    .6988149

 102 vs 101     -.0783745   .2752486    -0.28   0.992    -.7862614    .6295125

         pid  

                                                                              

          y3     Contrast   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                            Tukey                Tukey

                                                                              

                           

         pid              6

                           

                Comparisons

                  Number of

                           

over         : pid

Pairwise comparisons of means with equal variances

. pwmean y3, over(pid) mcompare(tukey) effects
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Table 8. Tukey's post hoc test for jenson alpha 

 

                                                                              

 104 vs 103      2.189882   .3893822     5.62   0.000     1.188465    3.191299

 104 vs 102      2.120823   .3893822     5.45   0.000     1.119406     3.12224

 103 vs 102     -.0690587   .2759948    -0.25   0.995    -.7788649    .6407475

 104 vs 101      2.206153   .3894869     5.66   0.000     1.204467     3.20784

 103 vs 101      .0162719   .2761425     0.06   1.000    -.6939141     .726458

 102 vs 101      .0853306   .2761425     0.31   0.990    -.6248554    .7955167

         pid  

                                                                              

          y4     Contrast   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                            Tukey                Tukey

                                                                              

                           

         pid              6

                           

                Comparisons

                  Number of

                           

over         : pid

Pairwise comparisons of means with equal variances

. pwmean y4, over(pid) mcompare(tukey) effects


